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ABSTRACT

Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) has been in existence for a number of years but only

quite recently has it developed into mass adoption. As VoIP technology penetrates

worldwide telecommunications markets, the advancements achieved in performance, cost

reduction, and feature support make VoIP a convincingproposition for serviceproviders,

equipment manufacturers, and end users. Since the introduction of mass-market VoIP

services over broadband Internet in 2004, security and safeguarding are becoming a more

important obligation in VoIP solutions. The purpose of this final year project is to study

and analyze VoIP and implement the security aspect using Secure Real-time Transport

Protocol (SRTP) end-to-end media encryption in the Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS

(UTP) laboratory. Extensive research, evaluation of case studies, literature reviews,

network analysis, as well as testing and experimentation are the methods employed in

achieving a secure and reliable VoIP network. With the given time frame and adequate

resources, the study and analysis of VoIP and implementation of SRTP should prove to

be very successful.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY

The aspiration to carry real-time voice in addition to data over packet-switched

networks started in the 1970s. The Advanced Research Projects Agency funded a project

in the year 1975 to look at the feasibility of integrated voice and data packet networks.

Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) research also began in the same era but only

received some attention in the early 1980s. In the mid-1990s, the first commercial Voice

over Internet Protocol (VoIP) client software produced by VocalTel Communications Ltd

(a United States based company) was released. Mass-market VoIP services over

broadband Internet began sprouting in 2004 and now more organizations look into VoIP

as a fundamental shift away from circuit-switched telephony.

In the VoIP security area, Voice over IP Security Alliance (VoIPSA) was formed

in February 2005 from the collaboration of VoIP and Information Security vendors,

providers, and thought leaders. Its mission is to promote the current state of VoIP security

research, VoIP security education and awareness, and free VoIP testing methodologies

and tools. Through the formation of this group, resources could be gathered more

efficiently and discussions could be done in a more organized and centralized manner.

Currently, top VoIP vendors like Cisco and Avaya are gaining ground in securing VoIP

by innovating maximum security networks in their VoIP systems.
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Voice over IP routes voice transmission over any Internet Protocol (IP) network

such as the Internet or a Local Area Network (LAN). Analog telephony requires per-call

costs but VoIP can eliminate this once the IP network backbone is in place. The IP

networks backbone can carry simultaneous data such as video, data, and voice, which

allows more information to travel, thus increasing flexibility. VoIP routes voice traffic

over Packet-Switched (PS) networks, as opposed to analog telephony which transmits

over the Circuit-Switched (CS) network. This factor makes it more susceptible to security

threats, vulnerabilities, and attacks as it is easier to tap into the PS network than the CS

network. Protecting the VoIP network would ensure the integrity, confidentiality, and

availability of the system while protecting the privacy of end-users. An in-depth research

on VoIP security would minimize or eliminate the risks of threats in the network. Hence,

a study in VoIP security is highly recommended.

1J OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF STUDY

The objectives and scope of study are as follows:

* Study the fundamentals ofVoIP networks

A stable and flexible VoIP system would reduce or eliminate per-call costs of

traditional circuit-switched telephony when calls are initiated. It would also create a

highly-flexible and upgradeable telephone system which is built 'future-proof. As VoIP

is bound to replace analog telephony, research on the fundamentals ofVoIP is required.

• Study the configuration ofswitches and routers for VoIP

An understanding of the configuration of switches and routers is essential in enabling

and optimizing VoIP. This includes knowledge of the originating and destination

addresses, routing addresses, codec and quality-of-service selection. Properly configured

switches and routers would create a robust and resilient VoIP network.
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• Protecting the privacy and confidentiality ofVoIP users

Voice conversations can contain crucial information such as confidential company

information and credit card numbers. Traditional analog telephony running over a CS

network is deemed almost 100% secure in protecting user conversations. As VoIP runs

over data networks, it is susceptible to packet capturing and eavesdropping. Thus,

implementation of SRTP would ensure the privacy and confidentiality ofusers.

• Implementing a security mechanism without affecting VoIP performance

Securing VoIP is basicallydone either in the application/transport layer using Secure

Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP) or the network layer using Internet Protocol

Security (IPSec). The advantage of SRTP over IPSec is that it has minimal or no

significant impact on the bandwidth of VoIP traffic. IPSec also has the added

disadvantage of complicated Network Address Translation (NAT) and firewall traversal

as well as compulsory Operating System (OS) and User Agent (UA) interaction.

• Practice project management skills

The final year project is also a chance to practice project management skills. This is

important and crucial as it determines the success or failure of a certain project. Essential

aspects include time management, communication skills, and presentation.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW/THEORY

2.1 VOIP FUNDAMENTALS

VoIP is fundamentally the routing of voice calls over any IP network including

LANs and the Internet. It differs from traditional phones which uses circuit-switched

lines by transmitting voice over a packet-switched network. VoIP transforms analog

phone signals into digital signals and then transmits them to the receiver via an IP

network. The following diagram depicts a basic VoIP architecture on the origin side

using three different types ofdialers:

Analogue
Phone

IP Phone

Router

Figure 2.1: Basic VoIP Architecture (Call Originating)

Generally, there are three types ofequipmentwhich are used to make a VoIP call.

They can co-exist and be utilized on the same VoIP network. The available options for a

VoIP-enabled phone are:

• IP Phone

• Analog Phone with Analog Telephone Adaptor (ATA)

• Software Phone via a Personal Computer (PC)
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IP Phone

An IP Phone is basically a VoIP-ready telephone. It can be plugged in directly to

an RJ-45 port ofa switch without additionalhardware or softwareand usually has an on

screen display integrated into it for number displays, Calling Line Identification

Presentation (CLIP), and other purposes. Some of the more expensive IP phones come

with a built-in display for video calls. There are also wireless IP phones which can be

utilized for Voice over Wireless LAN (VoWLAN).

Analog Phone withAnalog TelephoneAdaptor (ATA)

An Analog Telephone Adaptor (ATA) is required if legacy analog phones are

used to make VoIP calls. This equipment acts as a medium between analog telephones

and the IP network, allowing it to be operational for VoIP. It usually supports one to two

voice ports independently and has an internal Ethernet switch which allows for a direct

connection to the Ethernet LAN or a PC via an RJ-45 interface. By using ATAs, the

analog telephones can still kept for utilization over an IP network, thus saving purchase

costs.

SoftwarePhone via a PersonalComputer(PC)

A software phone is an IP phone is software form. It is installed in a PC and

functions the same as an IP phone. Software phones require a headset or a microphone

and speakers connected to the soundcard of the PC to function. Most of them are

available for free downloads on the Internet such as SJphone, Adore Softphone, and

others. Microsoft NetMeeting, which comes bundled with Microsoft Windows XP

operating systems, can also be used as a software phone. The advantage of software

phones are customizable user interfaces, integration of address books, speed dials, and

other features.
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Users need one of the mentioned VoIP-enabled phones connected to the IP

network to make and receive VoIP calls. To establish a connection, a form of signaling is

required which is understood by both clients such as Signaling System #7 (SS7). A

suitable naming and addressing scheme is also required in addition to standards and

protocols. Suitable protocols include H.323 and the current leading Session Initiation

Protocol (SIP). This is vital for interconnectivity between different VoIP vendors and

products.

H.323 was initially created by the International Telecommunications Union,

Telecommunications Standardization Sector (ITU-T) to provide audio-visual

communication sessions on any packet network but has evolved to address the needs of

VoIP networks. SIP was developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) for

interactive user sessions that involve multimedia elements. It is currently the leading

protocol for VoIP and gradually replacing H.323 in this role.

After a connection is established, the format of the media to be transmitted is

decided. The data transmitted can be purely-audio or include video and/or other data

together. In Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) systems, it is always assumed

that it would be an audio only 3.1 kHz voice call. For VoIP, the amount of network

bandwidth has to be determined to suit either a 'best-effort' or 'quality-of-service'

capability.

The IP packets would then be sent via a 'media stream*. The voice signals would

be digitally sampled by the calling equipment (e.g; IP Phone, PC soundcard) and encoded

into a format using a codec before transmitting over the IP network and received using

the opposite process.
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2.2 VOIP PROTOCOL STACK

Voice over IP is sent through the network via a set of protocols in the TCP/IP

five-layer model. The most important layers concerning VoIP are the top three;

Application, Transport, and Internetwork.

In the application layer, there are three protocols involved when sending VoIP

packets. The first is called the Network Time Protocol (NTP). This protocol enables

timing, which helps ensure that the signals are transmitted and received within the proper

time frameto assure quality. The next protocol is called the Real-timeTransportProtocol

(RTP). The purpose is to ensure that the data streams can be reconstructed accurately.

Jitter can occur, where the individual packets of the data stream experience variation in

delay times. To overcome this, data is buffered at the receiving end of the link so that it

can be played out at a constant rate. The third protocol, RTP Control Protocol (RTCP),

provides feedback on the quality of the transmission link while RTP transports the

digitized samples of real time information. However, these protocols do not reduce

overall delay time or have any control over Quality-of-Service (QoS).

Next, it is sent to the transport layer where the User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

protocol is used. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is much slower than UDP, but it

provides guaranteed delivery of data packets. Because voice is a real-time application, it

is more important that the voice packets are sent as quickly as possible, hence UDP is

utilized for VoIP. A connectionless protocol, UDP routes the datagrams to its correct

destination port but does not perform any sequencing or ensuring data reliability.

In the Internetworking layer, the Internet Protocol (IP) is used. At this layer, IP

addressing is added to the packets. Every VoIP phone or computer acting as a VoIP

phone gets a unique IP address that routes delivery of VoIP packets to and from the caller

and receiver during the life of the call. Like UDP, it is also a connectionless protocol.
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There are also other protocols involved in the transmission ofvoice packets over

an IP network. To manage QoS, the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) is utilized. It

is a signaling protocol that requests a certain amountof bandwidth and latency in every

network hop that supports it.

VoIP Call Originating

NPT-RTP-RTCP

Header UOP

Header IP address

Header

Header

MAC address

Voicesignals from eaHsr
packetfied for network

Completeottbound packet

I
WIP Telephone

Conversation

Appitation

Transport

Internetwork

VoIP Call Terminating

NPT-RTP-RTCP

Header UOP

Header IP address

Network interface I Header MAC address

Physical f

VoIP Network

Header
VblP signals unpacked

for receiver

Conptete mfjoimdpacket

Figure 2.2: VoIPprotocols in the TCP/IPprotocol stack
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23 VOIP SECURITY OVERVIEW

Although digitized voice travels in packets just like any other data, existing

network architectures and tools cannot simply be used without implementing changes.

With the introduction of VoIP in data networks, the need for security is compounded

because two invaluable assets must now be protected which is data and voice. As an

example, when placing an order for merchandise over the phone, callers will read their

credit card number to the receiver on the other end. Without a secure line, the transmitted

data is not protected and would be exposed to information theft and subsequently credit

card fraud. Thiswouldhavea significant impact on transactions overthe IP networks and

has to be addressed before it goes out of hand. Thecurrent IP network architecture does

notprovide the same physical wire security as traditional analog telephony which is not

as easily intruded and attacked.

2.4 VOIP COMPONENTS

There are several components of VoIPwhich has to be addressed in order to form

a secure network. This includes:

• End-user equipments

This is the point of access for VoIP users to establish and receive calls.

Connections to the network may be in the form of physical cables or wireless. It is

usually not protected with firewall devices and is therefore exposed to vulnerabilities.

Softphones are more defenseless compared to IP phones as it runs on PC Operating

Systemswhichhave a higher risk ofthreats.
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• Network components

This includes the cabling, routers, switches, and firewalls in the IP network.

Securing the components give the added weight of balancing the performance of VoIP

while transmitting voice safely and securely. The Quality-of-Service (QoS), latency,

jitter, andpacket loss have to be managedin accordance to networksecurity.

• Callprocessors

Functions of the call processors include phone number to IP translation, call

setup, call monitoring, user authorization, and signal coordination. Call processors are

usually software that runs on an OS. It is subject to the vulnerabilities of the OS, the call

processor application, as well as other applications running on the OS.

• Gateways

This can be norther classified as Signaling Gateways (SG), Media Gateways

(MG), and Media Gateway Controllers (MGC). In general, they handle call origination

and detection as well as analog to digital conversion. SGs manage the signal traffic

between an IP network and a circuitswitched network, whileMGsmanage mediasignals

between them. MGCs manage traffic between the SGs and MGs. Vulnerabilities can exist

between the internal IP network and the circuit switched network and IP attacks on the

gateway itself.

• Protocols

The two most common VoIP protocol used; H.323 and Session Initiation Protocol

(SIP), both suffer securitycomplications oftheir own. Both use random ports causingthe

need of firewalls to be setup to allow only H.323 and SB? traffic to flow through them.

Network Address Translation (NAT) is a problem for both protocols because the IP and

port on the IP header do not match those in the messages.

10
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2.5 QOS ISSUES IN VOIP SECURITY

QoS is ftindamental to the operation of a VoIP network. The implementation of

various security measures can degrade QoS. These complications range from delaying or

blocking of call setups by firewalls to encryption-produced latency and delay variation

also known as jitter. As VoIP is a time-critical application, most of the security measures

used in data networks is note applicable to VoIP. Latency, jitter, packet loss, and

bandwidth congestion are the areasaffected by security in VoIP.

2.5.1 Latency

Latency in VoIP refers to the time it takes for a voicetransmission to go from its

source to its destination. This has to be ideally as low as possible to ensure high voice

quality. There is however, a practical low boundary limit for voice applications. A delay

of 150ms and below is not noticeable to the human ear. For the range of 150- 250 ms, it

is considered acceptable although it is detectable. PSTN networks latency are in mis

range. Delays above 400 ms are considered unacceptable for even general network

purposes. Adding security measures need to be checked to ensure the latency limits are

not exceeded.

2.5.2 Jitter

Jitter refers to non-uniform packet delays. It is often caused by low bandwidth

conditions in VoIP and can be exceptionally detrimental to the overall QoS. Jitter can

cause packets to arrive and be processed out of sequence. Due to the fact that RTP, on the

transport layer, is based on UDP,packets out oforder are not reassembled at the protocol

level. Jitter however, can also be controlled throughout the VoIP network by using

routers, firewalls, and other network elements that support QoS. It has to be ensured that

delays in packet deliveries caused by security devices are kept uniform throughout the

traffic stream to avoid jitter.

11
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2.5.3 Packet Loss

Packet loss in VoIP would cause the voice conversation to be missing and silent

duringthe fault. Packet loss can result from excessive latency, where a group of packets

arrive late and must be discarded in favour of newer ones. It can also be the result of

jitter, that is, when a packet arrives after its surrounding packets have been discarded

from the buffer, making the received packet useless. There are also cases where a packet

is not delivered at all in VoIP due to its dependence on UDP, which does not guarantee

packet deliveryduringtransport.

2.5.4 Bandwidth Congestion

As in data networks, bandwidthcongestion can cause packet loss and a multitude

ofother QoS problems. Thus, proper bandwidth reservation and allocation is essential to

VoIP quality. Congestion of the network causes packets to be queued, which in turn

contributes to the latency of the VoIP system. Low bandwidth can also contribute to

jitter, sincepackets will be delivered in spurts when an opening is detected in the traffic.

The effective bandwidth, which is defined as the percentage of bandwidth carrying actual

data with regard to the total bandwidth used is equally important in managing QoS.

Introducing security mechanisms, such as encryption, reduces the effective bandwidth

creating a decreased throughput and increased latency in the system.

12
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2.6 SECURE REAL-TIME TRANSPORT PROTOCOL (SRTP)

SRTP is a security profile for RTP that adds confidentiality, message

authentication, andreplay protection to theprotocol. It is a proposed standard in the IETF

Audio-Video Transport Working Group, and is defined in RFC 3711. SRTP is ideal for

protecting VoIP traffic because it can be used in conjunction with header compression

and has no effect on IP QoS. These facts provide significant advantages, especially for

voice traffic using low-bitrate voice codecs such as G.729 and iLBC (internet Low

Bitrate Codec). The following diagram shows the SRTP header.

U«2|P|X CC .„ m | M| PT Sequence Number

•'I*-—••••*

-'[-•"••v-""j;-'" • "• •'•' " y "• -ii11

Simchronization Source (SSRC) Identifier
nl.rt.nln>|'WI|l«ii«*l •'I»"'W

Contributing Source fCSRC)Identifiers

hMUH'ili'il'I'i'iilli'l I lirtWnwuBiUnnnli.il-)n

RTP extension optional)
11 in•in ^i |ni,n»ifBW^i,»iW^

T wi'l'I'Ht lilL.tiuW

MK1 {optional)
y ^ "•'•••'] .i'|- 'V • -ii''*',"•' _ • i'1 -.V' ••)•'• Ji '•; •^••p.^fi.^ n-.^i.;.^,.h.ri.^iiwf.^I...iji-i •iallHl"H|-«'TllH!ilHMillW!»

Authentication tag (optional)

»h..l«il..Hi...H.

Figure2.3: SecureReal-time Transport Protocol (SRTP) header

Although SRTP is used, all provided features, such as encryption and

authentication, are optional and can be separately enabled or disabled. SRTP works by

encrypting the voice conversation, rendering it meaningless to internal or external

eavesdroppers who could have gained access to the voice domain. It also supports the

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption algorithm.

13
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Due to the fact that it is designed specifically for streaming real time data, media

encryption using SRTP is more bandwidth efficient than IPSec, SRTP encrypts only the

payload ofa voicepacket without adding additional encryption headers. Because ofthis,

an SRTP-encrypted voice packet is almost indistinguishable from an RTP voice packet,

allowing features like QoS and compressed-RTP to be supported without any additional

development or packetmanipulation.

SRTP media encryption is performed on Digital Signal Processing (DSP) modules

available on Analog Voice Network Modules and not on the Central Processing Unit

(CPU) forhardware phones. Thisenables efficient scalability as increasing thenumber of

voice gateway interfaces with DSPs, or increasing the number of DSPs integrated on the

routers will increase the number of DSPs available for secure calls. No additional call

setup delays are introduced with encrypted calls, as thekey exchange iscompleted as part

of the normal call setup,and no extra messagesare introduced.

Codecs Regular Voice Call/DSP Encrypted Voice Call'DSP

G.711 16 calls 10 calls

G.72S-a

G.72£

8 calls

6 calls

S calh

6caC5

Table 2.1: Encryptedcalls channel impactper DSP usingvarious codecson Cisco

analog voice modules

From table 1 shown previously, it is observed that there is minimal impact when

using the G.711 codec and no channel capacity impact for encrypted calls utilizing the

G.729 and G.729a codecs. This shows the advantage of performing SRTP media

encryption in the DSP instead of the router CPU. While implementing SRTP, its sister

protocol, Secure Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTCP) is always used in conjunction. It

provides the same security-related features as the ones in SRTP including master key

identifier, encryption, and authentication.
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CHAPTER 3

PROJECT WORK

3.1 METHODOLOGY

A fewmethods are utilized to achieve the objectives of the project. This includes

all the stages ofdevelopment. They are as follows:

* Preliminary research and literature review

This is the first stages of research and involves reviewing reference books, online

tutorials, journals, and other materials which encompass the basics of VoIP.

• Problem analysis and data gathering

The initial problem statement is analyzed and investigated. Data and information is

gathered as much as possible.

• Tools and equipment identification

The various tools and equipment required for the project is identified. This is

elaborated in the next part ofthis report.

• Testing and experimentation

The next stage of the project is the testing and experimentation with the tools

obtained. This includes configuring the equipment and familiarizing with it.

• Presentation and demonstration

The final part of the project in semester one is the presentation and demonstration of

VoIP to examiners.
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3.2 HARDWARE

A working demonstration is available for testing and research purposes at the

Data Communications lab of the IT/IS department in Academic Building 02. The

hardware consists of:

• Analog Telephones (2 units)

• Desktop PCs (Compaq Evo D510 - Multiple units)

• Switches (Cisco 3550 Catalyst - 3 units)

• Routers (Cisco 3725 - 3 units)

• Wireless Access Point (1 unit)

Compaq Evo
D510

Desktop PCs

Analogue Telephone

Cisco 35SJ Ethernet

5?b£3 x LANSwtch

Cisco 3725 Router

(Afretess Access PoW

Analogue Telephone

Cisco 3725 Router

Compaq Evo
D510

Desktop PCs

Figure 3.1: VoIPHardware Connection in Data CommunicationsLab

The above network supports the H.323 and SIP protocol and utilizes IPv4. As this

is an isolated network, the configurations of the router are very basic with the absenceof

firewalls and Network Address Translations (NATs). The software used to dial from the

PC is Microsoft NetMeeting, which comes packaged with Microsoft Windows XP

operating systems and SJ Phone, which is downloadable for free. The analog telephones

are plugged in straight into the Foreign Exchange Station (FXS) portof the voicenetwork

module in the Cisco 3725 router.
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Compaq Evo desktop PCs and the Wireless Access Point are connected to the

Cisco 3550 Catalyst switches which are then connected to the router. Both routers are

interconnected together. The Cisco 3725 Multiservice Access Router's configuration is

setup according to the Cisco manual.

ftBbTEtftflirot?'t
Fast til ^inei 2,35

r.istHt>e["K'2/ii

FVstEl! Hhit'2/tg g»Hcrlwrat2 0

•^ /
' " hv &- j hit 7«su. *-

d^'wrm-ilKI Contort R^isUO

<m yr S^nalUM

Figure 3.2: Cisco3725 Multiservice AccessRouterports

3.3 ROUTER CONFIGURATION

3.3.1 Configuring Dial-Peers

In VoIP, a dial-peer is referred to as an addressable call endpoint. A dial-peer

configuration has to be defined for each call leg. A call leg is a logical connection

between the router and either a telephony endpoint over a bearer channel or another

endpoint using a session protocol. There aretwo different types of dial-peers, namely:

• POTS - A dial-peer describing the characteristics of a traditional telephony network

connection. POTS peers point to a particular voice port on a voice network device.

• VoIP - A dial-peer describing the characteristics of a packet network connection. In

the case of Voice over IP, this is an IP network. VoIP peers point to specific VoIP

devices.
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Figure 3.3: Example ofbasic VoIP connection showing respective dial-peers &call legs

Based on the figure above, the following commands are to be input to router

10.1.2.2 to configure the respective dial-peers:

dial-peer voice 1pots

destination-pattern1408555....

port 1/0/0

dial-peer voice 2 voip

destination-pattern 1310555....

session target ipv4:10.1.1.2

t defines thetype andnumber ofdial-peer

! defines thetelephone number oftheport

! specifies theport number

! definesthe typeand number ofdial-peer

! defines thetelephonenumber oftheport

t specifies the destination IP address

For router 10.1.1.2, the following commands are to be input to configure the respective

dial peers:

dial-peer voice 4 pots

destination-pattern 1310555..

port 1/0/0

dial-peer voice 3 voip

destination-pattern1408555..

session target ipv4:10.1.2.2

! defines thetype andnumber ofdial-peer

I defines the telephonenumber oftheport

! specifies the port number

I definesthe typeand number ofdial-peer

! definesthe telephonenumber oftheport

! specifies the destination IP address

18
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The voice commandindicatesthat the dial peers are to be used for voice services.

The subsequentnumber indicatesa tag that uniquelyidentifies the dial peer. At the end of

the first line, the type of dial-peer is defined either as pots or voip. The destination-

pattern defines the destination telephone number associated with the VoIP dial peer. If

the dial-peer is inports mode, the number indicates the telephone number of the telephone

connected to the voice port. If it is in voip mode, the number points to the telephone

number ofthe router it connects to.

The port command associates the POTS dial peer with a specific voice port. The

numbers indicate slot-number/subunit-number/port for the respective voice module. A

session target command specifiesthe destination IP address. In mis case, it is using IPv4

as the D? protocol version.

3.3.2 Configuring CODEC

CODEC is the abbreviation for Coder-Decoder. It determines how much

bandwidth the voice session uses. A CODEC is used to transform analog signals into

digital bit streams and vice versa. In the case of VoIP, it specifies the voicecoder rate of

speech for a dial-peer. Some CODECs require more processing power than others and

each have different complexities, bit rate, Mean Opinion Score (MOS), and compression

delay. Generally, thereare fourtypesof CODECs;

• G.711 - Describes the 64-kbps PCM voice coding technique.

• G.729 - Describes CELP compression where voice is coded into 8-kbps streams.

There are two variations of this standard (G.729 and G.729 Annex A).

» G.723 - Describes a compression technique that can be used for compressing speech

or audio signal components at very low bit rate as part of the H.324 family of

standards. This CODEC has two bit rates associated with it: 5.3 kbps and 6.3 kbps.

• G.726 - DescribesADPCM coding at 40,32,24, and 16kbps.
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By default, Cisco VoIP uses the G.729 CODEC which is adequate for most

networks. Ifvoice quality is ofhigh importance and high bandwidth is available, G.711 is

usually utilized. The following shows the basic command for configuring the G.711

CODEC on router 10.1.2.2:

dial-peer voice2 voip

destination-pattern1408555....

codec gUlalaw

session target ipv4:10.1.1.22

! defines the typeand number ofdial-peer

I defines the telephonenumber oftheport

! specifies thecodec type

i specifies the destination IP address

Compressam Melted BaRate<Ktops) MOS Score x Compression O^ayftns)

G.711 PCM 64 4.1 0.75

G.726ADPCM 32 3.85 1

G728 LD-CELP 16 3.61 3105

G.729 CS-ACELP 8 3.92 10

G.729 x 2 Encodings 8 3.27 10

G.729 x 3 Encodings 8 2.68 10

G.729a CS-ACELP 8 3.7 10

G.723.1 MP-MLQ 6.3 3.9 30

|g.723.1ACELP 5.3 3.65 30

Table3.1: Comparison ofvarious CODECcharacteristics

3.3J Configuring IP Precedence:

Under normal network conditions, both data and voice are given equal priority in

network traffic and bandwidth consideration. To give real-time voice traffic a higher

priority than others, there are basically two methods employed in the configuration of

VoIP dial peers. The first is called IP Precedence. Shown below is the basic command for

configuring IP Precedence on router 10.1.2.2:

dial-peer voice 2 voip

ip precedence 5

! defines the typeand number ofdial-peer

! specifies theIPprecedence class
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The number at the end of ip precedence command identifies the classes for IP

flow. A scale of 1 to 5 is utilizedwith 5 being the highest If the networks receivingthese

packets have been configured to recognize precedence bits, the packets will be given

priority over packets with a lower configured precedencevalue. A value of 6 & 7 is also

applicable but is used for network routing and updates.

3.3.4 Configuring Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP)

Another method for optimizing VoIP is by utilizing the Resource Reservation

Protocol or RSVP. The RSVP protocol is used to facilitate Quality of Service (QoS) in

VoIP. The example below shows configuration for controlled load quality of service on

router 10.1.2.2:

dial-peervoice 2 voip

destination-pattern5551234

req-qos controlled-load

session target ipv4:10.2.2.1

! defines the typeand numberofdial-peer

t defines the telephonenumber oftheport

1specifies the typeofQoS

I specifies the destination IP address

Every time a connection is made through a specific VoIP dial peer with RSVP

configured, an RSVP reservation request is made between the local router, all

intermediate routers in the path, and the final destination router. RSVP works only one

way. The VoIP dialpeeron both ends of the connection hasto be configured forRSVP to

work. There are three types of QoS configurable for VoIP:

• Best Effort - RSVP makes no bandwidth reservation

• Controlled Load - RSVP guarantees a single level ofpreferential service, presumed to

correlate to a delay boundary. Admission or capacity control is used to ensure that

preferential service is received even when the bandwidth is overloaded.

• Guaranteed Delay - RSVP reserves bandwidth and guarantees a minimum bit rate and

preferential queuing if the bandwidth reserved is not exceeded.
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3.4 SOFTWARE

Several softwares are utilized to test and analyze SRTP using the SIP protocol.

AH the softwaresused are open-source or distributedunder free licensingfor educational

and research purposes. These include:

• SIP User Agents (MiniSIP, Snom 360)

• SIP Proxy & Registrar Server (CommuniGate Pro Server)

• Network Protocol Analyzer (OpenXtra Ethereal)

• Packet Sniffer (Cain & Abel)

3.4.1 SIP User Agent (UA)

An SIP User Agent or UA is an SIP based softphone that can be used for VoIP

calls. It is installed in a desktop PC with a soundcard and requiresa headset or a speaker

and microphone combo. Currently, there are two SIP UAs mat support SRTP and runs

natively on Windows XP.

• MiniSIP User Agent

MiniSIP is distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL). It runs on

multiple platforms including Linux, Linux on Embedded Platforms (Familiar, Maemo),

Windows XP/2000, and Windows Mobile 2003 SE. A binary version exists for Windows

XP/2000 although still in its development phase. The user interface includes a graphical

user interface (GUI) and a command prompt window for monitoring and debugging

purposes. The developers of MiniSIP confirm that the UA runs stable on Linux and has

some minor bugs on Windows. Frequent program crashes have occurred during testing

and configuration but the UA is generallymoderately stable for Windows. The following

diagram shows the GUI ofthe MiniSIP UA.
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Figure3.4: MniSIP UserAgent(UA) Graphical UserInterface (GUI)

There are two external libraries required to run the MiniSIP softphone which are:

• OpenSSL (version 0.9.7 or higher) ~ A toolkit implementingthe Secure Socket Layer

(SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols as well as a general purpose

cryptography library.

• Glademm:

o GTK - A multi-platform toolkit for creating graphical user interfaces (GUIs)

originally for the X Window System,

o gtkmm- The official C++ interface for the GTKGUI library

The features of MiniSIP include the ability to configure a key exchange for

applying Secure Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP). There are two selectable key

exchanges which are the shared key and a Diffie-Hellman (D-H) key. Of the two, the

shared key is less complicated to implement as the D-H key requires certificate setting

and configuring which are more complex.
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The account settings menu provides configuration options for user registration as

well as authentication in order to establish connection. The fields include account name,

SIP Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), SIP proxy and port, transport method,

registration username & password, and registration time. The security settings menu

provides options for enabling secured calls, key exchange types, certificate settings, as

well as a pre-shared key option. The following are standard account settings for UAs

used in testing:

» Account: 110

• SIP Uniform ResourceIdentifier(URI): 110@10.20.20.15

- SIP Proxy: 10.20.20.15

• SIP Registrar: 10.20.20.15

• Network Port: 5060

• Transport Method: UDP

Although not all UAs have the same configuration menu, the basic settings are

similar. The following diagramsshow the account settingsand security settingsmenu for

user account 110 with SRTP enabled using shared key exchange on MiniSIP:

CtnuwH

A£au*mnu-

SIPJrtB

StPfrtaqr
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UMUMpn

Pat****.

)iii«>in?aaii5

|injd»)iK'
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« UOP

r w
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M
|3S00

H .

OtMgtin$ctt!|»
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Pt»ShrtdK«st 0123456784

C-1M) UK

Figure3.5: MiniSIP accountsettingsmenu Figure3.6: MiniSIP security settingsmenu
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• Snom 360 User Agent

The Snom 360 User Agent is a softphone version of the Snom 360 IP phone. It

has most of the features available in the IP phone and provides free licensing for private

and educational use. The Snom 360works on Windows operating platforms and utilizes

the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) signalling protocol. Although it contains largely the

fimctions of a real IPphone, only codecs G.71 lu, G.71 la, and GSM aresupported. Some

ofthe features include:

• Web-Interface Style Configuration Menu

• 47 keys, 13 Simulated LEDs

• 12Programmable FunctionKeys

• MultipleLanguage Support

• Secure RTP Encryption

• Advanced Call Control Features

Figure 3.7:Snom 360 UserAgent (UA) Graphical User Interface (GUI)
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The Snom 360 UA utilizes 'sdescriptions' as the key-exchange protocol. It

describes a way of establishing security parameters for SRTP with and SDP attribute

a=erypto. This attribute is not actually a keymanagement protocol butonly conveys a set

of parameters for SRTP. It is used to signal and negotiate cryptographic parameters for

media streams in general, and SRTP in particular.

The configuration menu of Snom 360 UA is accessible via a web interface. The

account settings menu is pretty similar to that of the MiniSIP UA. Necessary fields

include line activation, account, password, SIP registrar, SIP outbound proxy, and

authentication username. The security settings are configured in the RTP line settings

menu and SRTP has the selectable option of ON or OFF. The following diagrams show

the login information for user 111 and RTP options:

Configuration Line 1

apBfatfaW: : •"• ::;v-vj".:.... •••.• •:•"''?-" -. " 7vv:? •• •• •" ':•<o. . ••-'••"]
Hom*.-"G"--" •;•/•'.;••. Laain sm Ml v bie .•'-.••-"•<"• i
Address-Boole Log(n information:

Setup ."••.;'.'"{•'. Une active: ^on <~off
Preference* ' "' Displayname:
SpeedDwl -::Vi Acc0Ulrt: .ill

•.: 'rfwtf&icty;. ; .>r:i PaiSW)rd:
->4*

i Registrar;
lino 1 - .:-• „ .

Outbound Proxy:

10.20.20,15 "
10,20.20.15

.. "._•{.' Authentication Username: 111"
. line3 .:• ..-, ;V; J Mailbox:

Lme4 - ;.- fiingtone: | Ringer8 , .d
"-•'\ Une/:V'-':" "A;:V:-V- Custom Melody URL:

^"*.-^: ,. -'-'r;.<-'-|: Display textforidle screen (max. 10chars):
: Line 7'•;'-;'" :\ XML Idle Screen URL:

LineS ' '"'"•= "i -.. Rocord Hissed Calls: ^on^off
Line9 " =•- •!•

LuiB.lO.-.' • - ;;"! . "tSSpff'Alt: ••tflBV'Rirtge'.t.

unoW;.;.-' .;;'••"!-.."- ""•K _~]:<::~- ,,---..- :••:-• -.--.

Figure3.8: Snom 360 webinterface menu —Login Information
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Figure 3.9: Snom 360web interface menu - RTP Line Settings

3.4.2 SIP Proxy and Registrar Server

SIP calls require a register server to register and authenticate user and a proxy

server to connect users and their UAs. Previously, Brekeke OnDO SIP Server was

utilized to actasthe SIP proxy and registrar server. The server managed to register users

but no calls could be established between UAs. It was later found that the server is unable

to support SRTPmedia encryption. Thus, a different SIP server has to be used in order to

implement andutilize SRTP fortesting andanalysis purposes.

* CommuniGate Pro Server

The CommuniGate Pro Server is an Internet communications application server.

It provides an integrated platform for "store-and-forward" (E-mail, Calendaring) and

Real-Time (VoIP, Video, Instant Messaging, White Boards) communications. This

includes the SIP registrar and proxy which registers users & UAs and establishes call

connectivity. Most importantly, it provides support for SRTP as well as other security

mechanisms like TLS and S/MIME.
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Upon installation, the CommuniGate Pro Server exists as a service in Windows

XP and could be manually started and stopped from the Control Panel (Administration

Tools > Services > CommuniGate Pro Messaging Server). The configuration menu is

accessible from a web interface by entering http://127.0.0.1:8010 at a web browser in the

PC installed with the server. User accounts have to be created and defined first before it

can be registered. User authentication is done via the SIP server to ensure that

communicating users are who they claim to be. The server also includes a log and an SIP

trace to monitor the registration and real-time call process. The following diagram shows

the accounts registered to the CommuniGate Pro SIP server.
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Figure 3.10: CommuniGate Pro Serverweb interface menu— UserAccounts
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3.4.3 Network Protocol Analyzer - Ethereal

Ethereal is a protocol analyzer used for network troubleshooting and analysis. A

network packet analyzer works by capturing network packets data and displays them in

detail. It is able to display encapsulation and single fields and also interpret meir

meanings. Although Ethereal is still technically beta software, it has a comprehensive

feature set and is suitable for production use. It supports multiple platforms including

Windows, UNIX, and Linux. Ethereal is an open source software released under the

GNU General Public License.

OpenXtra Ethereal

For this project, the network protocol analyzer used to capture VoIP traffic is the

OpenXtra Ethereal tracer. It is used to capture VoIP traffic and analyze the data to study

the impact of SRTP on VoIP performance. It supports capturing VoIP traffic protocols

such as Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), Internet

Protocol (IP), and Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP). The two most common VoIP

protocol, H.323 and Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), can also be captured on Ethereal.

The following are the steps taken for capturing network protocols:

1. Firstly, the Network Interface Card (NIC) used in the computer is selected.

(Capture > Options> Interface)

2. Next, the Capture Filter is set to display only the relevant protocol to be captured

which is UDP.

(Capture > Options> Capture Filter > UDP Only)

3. Ticking the checkbox to 'Update list of packets in real time' and 'Automatic

scrolling in live capture' allows viewing the trace in real time.

(Capture > Options> Display Options)

4. Clicking on the 'Start' button would then begin the capture process.

(Capture > Start)
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5. After several minutes of capturing, the 'Stop' button is depressed to halt the

tracing process.

(Capture > Stop)

6. To begin another live capture process, steps 4 and 5 are repeated.

At the end of the capture, the protocol is then analyzed by clicking on the packet

to reveal encapsulated data. As the protocol displayed is UDP, the data is first decoded as

RTP (Analyze > Decode As... > RTP). The RTP protocol is then displayed in the

window. Statistics of the RTP stream is analyzed by displaying the captured data table

and graph (Statistics > RTP > Stream Analysis). The following diagram shows an

Ethereal capture with the stream analysis present
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3.4.4 Packet Sniffer - Cain & Abel v2.8.6

Packet sniffing is the process of listening to a network device for packets via

software. Cain & Abel is initially developed as a password recovery tool for Microsoft

Operating Systems. Italso acts as a packet sniffer which enables capturing and recording

VoIP conversations which are not secure over the network. This software is provided

with free licensing for any usage. It isutilized totest the security ofVoIP calls which are

not encrypted at the application layer (RTP), in comparison to the encrypted VoIP
protocol (SRTP).

The packet sniffer is installed at endpoints within the VoIP network. By simply

selecting the appropriate network interface card, the VoIP conversation can be recorded

and saved as a wave file in the PC for playback. This shows the vulnerability ofa VoIP

conversation without media encryption for security. Hence, applying SRTP encryption is

crucial in ensuring the integrity and privacy of VoIP without sacrificing its call quality.
The following diagram showsthe Cain & Abel VoIP Snifferwindow.

Figure 3.12: Cain &Abel VoIP Sniffer window
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 VOIP TEST CALL RESULTS

After all the equipment was setup according to the earlier mentioned

configuration, the VoIP was put to test in the Data Communications Lab in Building 02.

Mr. Ruslan Idris, the lab technician, was available onsite to provide help and assistance.

Thereare four types ofcalls tested in the lab which are:

• Phone to Phone

Two analog phones are connected to two different routers containing two different

voice modules. Both routers are interconnected to link both phones, allowing access

for placing VoIP calls. Calls are made by dialing the destination telephone number

555-1000 and 555-4000, respectively. The calls were a success and no significant
delayorjitter was heardduring conversation.

Overall Result: OK

• Phone to PC

The PC is connected to an Ethernet LAN switch which is connected to the routers.

Initially, Microsoft NetMeeting was used during testing as the PC software phone,
but was replaced with SJ Phone in the later stages as it had more features such as

switching between SIP and H.323 protocols. NetMeeting only supports the H.323

protocol. The software phone has to be opened in order to receive calls and the

speaker turned onto listen for ringing tones. The destination telephone number, 555-

1234 and 555-8888 respectively, are entered in the user interface of the software

phone to initiate calls. Calls received by both softwares and using both protocols were

a success and nosignificant delay orjitterwasheard during conversation.

Overall Result: OK
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• PC to PC

Both PCs are connected to two separate Ethernet LAN switches which are then

connected to two separate routers. Both routers are interconnected to allow VoIP

calls to pass through. The destination telephone number, 555-1234 and 555-8888

respectively, areentered in theuser interface of the software phone to initiate calls. A

microphone and speaker set is attached to the soundcard of both PCs to allow voice

conversations to be heard and made. Calls received by the software phones were a

success andno significant delayor jitter was heard during conversation.

Overall Result: OK

• PC to Phone

The fourth and final type of call tested was from PC to theanalog phone. The same

configuration was employedwhere the PC was connectedto the EthernetLAN switch

and the analog phone connected to the voice port in the router. Both routers are

interconnected to allow access toand from both points. Calls are made bydialing the

destination telephone number 555-1000 and 555-4000, respectively. The calls were a

success andno significant delay orjitterwasheard during conversation.

Overall Result: OK
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4.2 H.323 PROTOCOL DISCUSSION

The VoIP demonstration at the lab was conducted using the H.323 protocol.

Generally, H.323 implementation includes four logical entities or components: terminal,

gateways, gatekeepers, and multipoint control units, of which the last three are optional.

H.323 is an umbrella specification for the many different protocols that comprise the

overall protocol stack. The protocols in the H.323 protocol suite include functions for:

• Call control & signaling (H.225.0, H.225.0/RAS, H.245)

• Audio processing (G.711, G.722, G.723.1, G.728, G.729)

" Video processing (H.261, H.263)

• Data conferencing (T.120)

« Media transportation (RTP, RTCP)

• Security (H.235)

• Supplementary services (H.450.1 - H.450.9)

Figure 4.1: H.323 Protocol Stack

The steps below illustrate a basic call scenario between two H.323 terminals

(Endpoint A and Endpoint B) without using a gatekeeper:
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1. Endpoint A (thecalling party) connects to endpoint B (the called party) andsends

a Setup message (as specified in H.225.0) including the type of call (e.g., audio

only),the calledand the callingparty numberand address.

2. Endpoint B responds with an Alerting message. This message must be received

by endpoint A beforeits setup timeexpires.

3. When the user at endpoint B picks up the call, a Connect message is sent to

endpoint A.

4. Both terminals send their capabilities (media types, codec choices and multiplex

information) in a TerminalCapabilitySet message.

5. Each terminal replies with a TerminaiCapabilitySetAck message. In case the

remote endpoint's capabilities are rejected, the message will be

TerminalCapabilitySetReject andthe terminals continue to send these messages

until reaching a capability set supported by both endpoints.

6. Each terminal sends an H.245 OpenLogicalChannel message to open a logical

channel at the remote endpoint, in order to set up the voice channels over which

the media streamwill be exchanged.

7. When ready to receive data, each terminal sends an OpenLogicalChanneLAck to

the remote endpoint, specifying the port number at which the remote endpoint

should send the RTP data and the port number theRTCP data should be sent by

the remote endpoint.

8. The endpoints exchange information in RTP packets. RTCP packets are sent

during this exchange to monitor the quality ofthe data transmission.

9. When endpoint A hangs up, it must send an H.245 CloseLogicalChannel

messagefor each channelopenedwith endpointB.
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10. Endpoint B replies with a CloseLogicalChannelAck message.

11. Endpoint A sends an H.245 EndSessionCommand and closes the channel after

receiving the same message from endpoint B.

12. Both terminals send an H.225.0 ReleaseComplete message over the call signaling

channel, which closes the channel and ends the call.

Endpoint A Endpoint 8

H.225.0 Setup

H.225.0 Alerting

H.22 5,0 Connect

H.245 TerminalCapsbft&ySei

H.245 TefmlnalCapabHftySetAck

H.245 TerminalCapablHty&et

H.245 TerminalCapabifstySetAck

H.245 OpenLogicalChannel

H.245 OpenLoQlcatChannetAck

H.245 QpenLocticalCtonel

H.245 OpenLogkalChannelAcfc

# -

RTP Packets

H.245 CfoseLoglcafChannet
-•-*

R 245 CloseLoglcalChAnnelAck

H.245 EndSessionCommand

H.245 EndSessionCommand

H.225.0 RieieaseContp^etC'

Figure 4.2: Basic H.323 call setup and teardownbetweentwo terminals
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43 SIP PROTOCOL DISCUSSION

The SIP protocol was developed later than the H.323 protocol. It is an Internet

Engineering Task Force (IETF) standard protocol for establishing, manipulating, and

tearing down an interactive usersession that involves multimedia elements suchas video,

instant messaging, andin thiscasereal-time audio. SIPis a request-response protocol that

works in the Application layer of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)

communications model, and providescapabilities to:

• Determine the locationofthe target end point

• Determine the mediacapabilities ofthe targetend point

• Determinethe availabilityofthe target end point

• Establish a session between the originating and targetend point

• Handle the transfer and termination ofcalls

conference

setup and discovery
conference

course control

audio/

video

shared

applications
SDP

RSVP
distribution

control

RTP/

RTCP

reliable
multicastSAP '••; HTTP SMTP

UDP | TCP UDP

IP and IP multicast :
integrated services forwarding

Figure 4.3: SIPprotocol inthe IETF multimedia conferencing architecture

There are two main components in the SIParchitecture, namely:

• The SIP User Agent (XJAt - This is the endpoint component which can be hardware

or software utilizing SIP such as an IP-phone. It consists of two components; User

Agent Client (UAC) and User Agent Server (UAS).

• The SIP Network Server - This component handles signaling associated with

multiple calls providing name resolution and user location. Consists of three

components; SIP Register Server, SIP Proxy Server, and SIP Redirect Server.
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Thefollowing messages areutilized in a typical SIP call setup andteardown scenario:

• INVITE - Initiates the call session. Thesession description is included in the

messagebody. Re-INVITE is usedto changesessionstate

• ACK - Confirms sessionestablishment and can be used only with INVITE

* BYE - Terminates the call session

• CANCEL - Cancels a pending INVITE

• OPTIONS - Capabilities inquiry

• REGISTER - Bindsa permanent address to currentlocation and mayconveyuser

data

UAC Proxy Server location/Redirect Server Proxy Server UAS

INVJTE INVETE

ENVITE

Kinging

ACK

/•lovedTemporarily

IfflflTE

Rinfliiitf
v-- ~

ACK

HWITg

Moved Temporality

4 ATK

Ringing

ACK

RTP Mei fa Path

era BYE BYE

« -. > OX
— — -> -* >

Figure 4.4: BasicSIPcallsetup andteardown between two endpoints
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4.4 H323 AND SIP COMPARISON

It can be concluded that H.323 and SIP are two ofthe best protocols to be utilized

for VoIP. Although both protocols support VoIP, there areadvantages and disadvantages

between the two. There are also other protocols such as MGCP and H.248/MEGACO but

are less accepted as they are mostly used for centralized architecture only. Distributed

architecture is usually associated with SIPand H.323. Theyallownetwork intelligence to

be distributed between endpoints and call-control devices. This creates a more flexible

network and support more features.

Fromthe architectural point of view, SIP is modular because it covers basic call

signaling, user location, and registration. Other features are in otherseparate orthogonal

protocols such as SDP for capabilities exchange, URLs for addressing, DNS for service

location and TRIP for call routing. H.323 covers almost every service, such as capability

exchange, conference control, basic signaling, QoS, registration, service discovery, and

others. It specifies almost everything including thecodec for themedia and how packets

are carried in the RTP.

In contrast to SIP, H.323 has a few disadvantages. It consumes more call setup

time than SIP. H.323 requires about 12 packets for call setup while SIP requires only

about 4 packets. It also necessitates TCP and UDP protocols during the call setup while

SIPonlyrequires UDP. In general, implementation of H.323 is much more complex and

time-consuming compared to SIP. On the other hand, SIP has minimal capability

exchange compared to H.323, although it is adequate for IP telephony. Since SIP is

relativelynew, most applications and hardwareare currentlyutilizingthe H.323 protocol.
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H.323 SIP MGCPfH.248ilvfos.aea

Standards body ITU IETF MGCPfliflegaco-lETF;
R248-ITU

Architecture Distributed Distr&xrted Centralized

Current veraion H.323v4 RFC2543-bis07 MGCP 1.0. Megao>xR248

Call control Gatekeeper ftrcxyfttedifect Server Call agent/media
gateway controller

Endpoints. Gateway, terminal User agent Media gateway

Signaling transport Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
or User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

TCP or UDP MGCP—UDP:

Megaco/H248—both

Multimedia capable Yes Yes Yes

DIMF-relay transport K24S {signaling} or RFC2833 (media) RFC 2833 (media) or
INFO{signaling}

Signaling or RFC 2833 (media)

Fax-relay transport T38 T.38 T.38

Supplemental services Provided by endpoints or coll control Provided by endpoints or
call control

Provided by caHagent

Table 4.1: Comparison between H.323, SIP, andMGCP/H248/Megacoprotocols

Generally, H.323 and SIP as well as other protocols have their own advantages

and disadvantages. Each addresses a different network requirement and need. Most

equipment and applications today use H.323 as it was the first dominating protocol for

VoIP although SIP is slowly paving its way to take over the role of H.323 as the lead

protocol for SIP. Realistically, multiple VoIP protocols and architecture have been

deployed and will co-exist in the future. Selection of the protocol or interconnected

protocols is highly dependant on the usage of VoIP in the network. For the SRTP testing

purposes, SIP is selected as the signaling protocol as most SRTP compliant softphones

currently support SIP. In the IP telephony world, SIP is seen to be gaining ground over

H.323 due to the fact that it was developed for the IP networks.
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4.S PSTN TO VOIP TRANSITION

Before VoIP can be implemented in a wide scale transition, such as in the UTP

network, a few key issues have to be addressed. Besides the management's decision,

other technical factors needed to be considered are:

" Performance (QoS)

Voice quality is very important in telephony. Delay, jitter, and packet loss can

affect the overall performance of VoIP. This is typical for most network transmissions

but for data, latency is not a big issue. For voice, a slight delay can cause losses in the

conversation. For the human ear, a delay of 150 ms and below is not noticeable. For the

range of 150 - 250 ms, it is considered acceptable although it is perceptible. Thisis valid

for the traditional PSTN network. Delays above 400ms are considered unacceptable for

general network purposes. For efficient delivery of voice packets, the maximum jitter

delayhas to be 75 ms. Maximum packetlosstolerable is 3%.

" Reliability

The current circuit switched PSTN telephone system is considered to be very

robustand reliable. Having a percentage ofavailability of 99.999%, it translates to about

only 5 minutes of downtime peryear. Data networks are less reliable due to complexity

of protocols, vendors, operating systems, network systems, and others. The best private

data networks are available 94% of the time on average. This translates to about 22 days

ina year. For internet-based VoIP, only 61% reliability is recorded, meaning a downtime

of 142 days annually.
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• Scalability

Compared to PSTN equipment, networking equipment is designed to be readily

scalable. Switches and routers can be connected to the existing network without much

adjustment to the network. The advantage of interoperable standards such as H.323 and

SIP means that upgrading and replacing in the network is easier. Multiple vendor

equipments can exist without much hassle.

• Service Life

Typically, network equipments have a service life of 3 - 5 years. Servers have a

service life of 4 years while switches and routers average on 5 years. However, there

have been no studieson the service life of IP-PBXesand call managers. The approximate

service life ofa PBX in the PSTN system averages 7-10 years.

• Electricity Consumption & Backup Power

Bom PSTN and VoIP require electrical power to operate. This varies according to

the specification of the equipments used. The majorityof networking equipment runs on

AC power although there are some that utilizes DC power. Latest technologies enable

power to be sent over Ethernet to power IP phones. This is done on unused wires of the

cabling. Alternatively, IP phonescan also be powered externally.

Analog phones can still operate even without electricity. However, IP phones

require back up power from UPSes. Generally, it provides between2-4 hours of backup

power depending on the capacity of the UPS. Otherwise, generators can also be installed

to power the whole building.
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4.6 SRTP TESTING RESULTS

After all the equipment was setup according to the earlier mentioned

configuration, SRTP in VoIP was put to test in the laboratory. Mr. Ruslan Idris, the lab

technician, was available on site to provide help and assistance. Basically, two test

scenarios were depicted to compare the security of VoIP between SRTP-disabled and

SRTP-enabled conditions.

4.6.1 Test Scenario #1 (SRTP-Disabled)

The first test scenario depicts a standard SIP call without SRTP. After the

accounts have been registered in the CommuniGate Pro Server, a call is initiated from

user 110 (UAl) to user 111 (UA2) via their respective desktop PCs and UAs. OpenXtra

Ethereal protocol analyzer is initiated to capture the RTP packet traces. Cain & Abel is

started from a third PC to facilitate packet sniffing and recording the unsecured VoIP

call.

Results:

P\K\MI II R KtSUI I

Packet Sniffing Conversation audible

Maximum Delay (latency) 126.88 ms

Maximum Jitter 21.14ms

Packet Loss 0(0%)

Maximum Bandwidth 89.6 kbps

Table4.2: ParametersofSRTP-disabled VoIP callfrom user 110 to user HI
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4.63, Test Scenario #2 (SRTP-Enabled)

The second test scenario depicts a standard SIP call with SRTP enabled.

Similarly, a call is initiated from user 110 (UAl) to user HI (UA2) via their respective

desktop PCs and UAs. OpenXtra Ethereal protocol analyzer is initiated to capture the

RTP packet traces. Cain & Abel is started from a third PC to facilitate packet sniffing and

recording the secured VoIP call.

P\R\MHIR Rl Ml I

Packet Sniffing Onlystatic noise audible

Maximum Delay (latency) 141.72 ms

Maximum Jitter 22.17 ms

Packet Loss 0(0%)

Maximum Bandwidth 93.02 kbps

Table 4.3: ParametersofSRTP-enabled VoIP callfrom user 110 to user 111
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Figure 4.6: EtherealRTPstreamanalysis (SRTP-enabled)

4.7 SRTP DISCUSSION

Based on the results and findings of the two test scenarios, it is found that SRTP

proves its functionality by producing only static noise when capturing the VoIP

conversation using Cain & Abel packet sniffer. In the SRTP-disabled state, the

connection is exposed and vulnerable as the whole conversation is audible in the

recording. Thus, SRTP media encryption is proved to be functional and usable for SIP

calls.

In test scenario #1, the maximum delay or latency is recorded as 126.88 ms while

in test scenario #2, it is recorded as 141.72 ms. This is in accordance with the ITU-T

Recommendation G.l 14 that the upper bound for one-way voice traffic is 150 ms. This

also corresponds to the current latency bound for domestic Public Switched Telephone

Network (PSTN) calls. This would equate to a similar call quality for VoIP and PSTN.
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The jitter in test scenario #1 is found to be 21.14 ms while in test scenario #2 is

22.17 ms. The general rules is that jitter should be under 40 ms for a high-quality voice

call. Packet loss in both test scenarios is 0 (0%) and adheres to the <1% tolerance for

acceptable-quality calls. The bandwidth increases only slightly from 89.6 kbps to 93.02

kbps from SRTP-disabled to SRTP-enabled test cases. This proves SRTPs low packet

expansion and high bandwidth conservation.

P\R\MI UK

Max. Delay

Jest Scenario *l

iSKiP-Un Uilcd)

126.88 ms

kst Sn.narjo *.'

(SKIP ln.iblc.di

141.72 ms

I pp^r limit* lor

hi»h-quiiii\ idlK

<150ms

Max. Jitter 21.14ms 22.17ms <40ms

Packet Loss 0% 0% <1%

Table 4.4: Comparison of VoIPparameters andrecommended upper limits
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 CONCLUSION

Studying Voice over IP and implementing SRTP for VoIP network security

require some extensive research, studying, analysis, and testing. Although VoIP does

exist for quite some time, the security aspects have yet to be studied widely and

elaborately. Packet-switched telephony is said to pose a threat to circuit-switched

telephony and would probably replace it altogether in the near future. Problems and

setbacks of VoIP security have to be studied in length in order to sustain the growth and

development of the system. SRTP provides an advantage over other security methods

such as IPSec as it conserves bandwidth, has low packet expansion, and traverses NAT

and firewalls better. The current technologies in VoIP have the potential to provide

adequate protection to its users and providers while matching the security of its

counterpart, the traditional PSTN. This draft report contains the finalized works and

results of the project and serves as a key milestone to the overall project. With the given

time frame and adequate resources, the study and analysis of VoIP as well as

implementation ofSRTP has proven to be very successful.
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5.2 RECOMMENDATION

There are a few suggestions and recommendations for the continuation of the

study of VoIP in general and VoIP security in particular. For campus-wide

implementation in UTP, the IP networks have to be studied and the hardware and

software requiredhas to be identified. This requires the permissionand consent of the IT

and Media Services department to allow firewall and NAT traversal throughout the UTP

network. The cost and benefits of VoIP implementation also have to be determined. The

Quality of Service (QoS) in VoIP is to be experimented and tested further to identify

which is the most suitable QoS to be utilized.

In the security aspect, further research is recommended in studyingthe SRTP key

exchange protocols. As several key exchanges exist, a detailed study is required to

determine the best protocol for implementation in end-user phones. A detailed

identification of threatsand vulnerabilities arealso required to implement a full-proof and

secure VoIP network. With additional budget, a better test scenariocan be depictedusing

SRTP-supported hardware phones, firewalls, routers, and media gateways. This would

provide a clearer picture on the implementation ofSRTP in a real-world scenario.
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CotmnaBd Description

acc-qos Generate an SNMP event if the QoS drops below a specified level.

answer-address Specify the fall E.164 telephone number to identify the dial peer of an incoming call.

codec Specify the voice coder rate of speech for a dial peer.

comfort-noise Specify whether or not background noise should be generated.

connection Specify a connection mode for a specified voice port.

cptone Configure a voice call progress tone locale.

description Include a description ofwhat this voice port is connected to.

destination-pattern Specify either the prefer or the full E.164 telephone number to be used for a dial peer.

dial-control-mib Specifj- attributes for the call history table.

dial-peer voice Enter die dial peer configuration mode.

dial-type Specify the type of out-dialing for voice-port interfaces.

echo-cancel coverage Adjust the size of the echo cancel.

echo-cancel enable Enable the echo cancel feature.

expecf-facror Specify when the router -will generate an alarm to the network manager.

fax-rate Establishthe rate at whicha fax is sent to the specifieddial peer.

icpif Specify the Calculated Planning Impairment Factor (CPIF) for calls seat by a dial peer.

impedance Specify the terminating impedance of a x-oice-pcrt interface.

input gain Configure a specific input gain value.

ip precedence Set IP precedence (priority) for packets sent by the dial peer.

ip udp checksum Calculate the UDP checksum for voice packets transmitted by the dial peer.

music-threshold Specify the threshold for on-held music for a specified voice port.

non-linear Enable nonlinear processing in the echo canceller.

num-exp Definehow to expandan extensionnumberinto a particulardestinationpattern.

operation Select a specific cabling scheme for E&M pons.

output attenuation Configure a specific output attenuation value.

port Associate a dial peer with a specific voice port.

prefix Specify the prefix of the dialed digits &r this dial peer.

req-qos Specify the desired QoS to be used in reaching a specified dial peer.

ring frequency Specify the ring frequency for a specified FXS voice port.

ring number Specify the number of rings for a specified FXO voice port.

session protocol Establish a session protocol for calls between the local and remote routers .

session target Specify a netwcric-specificaddress for a specified dial peer.

show call active voice Show the active call table.

show call history voice Display the call-history table.

show controllers voice Display information about voice related hardware.

show diag Display hardware infoimation for die router.
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show dial-peer voice Display configuration information for dial peers.

show dialpltm incall number Pair different voice ports and telephone numbers together for troubleshooting.

show diaiplan number Showwhichdial peer is reachedwhen a particular telephonenumberis dialed.

show num-exp Show the number expansions configured.

show voice dsp Display current status ofall DSP voice channels

show voice port Display configuration information about a specific voice port.

shutdown (dial-peer
configuration)

Change the administrative state of the selected dial peer from up to down-

shutdown (voice-port
configuration)

Take me voice ports for a specific VIC offline.

signal Specif}'the type of signaling for a voice port.

sump enable peer-trap
poor-qov

Generate poor-quality-of-voice notification for applicable calls associated with VoIPdial
peers.

snmp-server enable traps Enable the router to send SNMP traps.

snmp trap link-status EnableSNMPtrap messagestc be generatedwhen this voiceport is broughtup or down.

timeouts initial Configure tbe initial digit timeout value for a specified voice port.

timeouts interdigit Configure the intetdigit timeout %-alue for a specified voice port.

timing Specify timing parameters for a specified voice port.

type Specify the E&M interface type.

vad Enable VADfor the calls using mis dial peer.

voice-port Enter fee voice port configuration mode.
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Figure 1 FXS'ta*FX$ Connection Example
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Configuration for Router RLB-1

hostname RLB-1

! Createvoipdial-peer 2

dial-peer voice 2 voip

t Define its associated telephonenumber andIP address

destination-pattern 14155553001

sess-target ipv4:40.0.ft 1

I Request RSVP

req-qos controlled-load

! Createpots dial-peer 1

dial-peer voice 1 pots

IDefine itsassociated telephone number andvoice port

destination-pattern14085554001

port 0/0

! Configureserial interface 0

interface seriall/0

ip address 10.0.0.1255.0.0.0

no ip mroute-cache

I Configure RTPheadercompression

ip rtpheader-compression

ip rtp compression-connections 25
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.'Enable RSVPon this interface

ip rsvp bandwidth48 48

fair-queue 64 256 36

clockrate 64000

router igrp 888

network 10.0.0.0

network 20.0.0.0

network 40.0.0.0

Configuration for Router RLB-w

hostname RLB-w

1Configure serial interface 0

interface seriatO/0

ip address 10.0.0.2 255.0.0.0

! Configure RTPheader compression

ip rtp header-compression

ip rtp compression-connections 25

! Enable RSVP on this interface

ip rsvp bandwidth96 96

fair-queue 64 256 3

! Configureserial interface 1

interface seriall/O

ip address20.0.0.1255.0.0.0

! Configure RTPheader compression

ip rtpheader-compression

ip rtp compression-connections 25

! Enable RSVP on this interface

ip rsvp bandwidth96 96

fair-queue 64 256 3

! ConfigureIGRP

router igrp 888

network 10.0.0.0

network 20.0.0.0

network 40.0.0.0
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Configuration for Router RLB-e

hostname RLB-e

I Configureserial interface 0

interface serialO/O

ip address 40.0.0.2 255.0.0.0

! ConfigureRTPheader compression

ip rtp header-compression

ip rtp compression-connections 25

I Enable RSVP on this interface

ip rsvp bandwidth96 96

fair-queue 64 256 3

! Configureserial interface 1

interfaceserial1/0

ip address 20.0.0.2 255.0.0.0

! Configure RTPheadercompression

ip rtpheader-compression

ip rtp compression-connections 25

! Enable RSVP on this interface

ip rsvp bandwidth96 96

fair-queue 64 256 3

clockrate 128000

! Configure IGRP

router igrp 888

network 10.0.0.0

network 20.0.0.0

network 40.0.0.0

Configuration for Router RLB-2

hostname RLB-2

! Createpots dial-peer 2

dial-peer voice 2 pots

! Define its associated telephonenumber and voice-port

destination-pattern 14155553001
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port 0/0

! Createvoipdial-peer 1

dial-peer voice 1 voip

.'Defineits associated telephone numberand IP address

destination-pattern14085554001

sess-target ipv4:10. ft 0.1

! Configure serial interface 0

interface seriall/0

ip address 40.0.0.1255.0.0.0

no ip mroute-cache

! ConfigureRTP header compression

ip rtp header-compression

ip rtp compression-connections 25

! Enable RSVPon this interface

ip rsvp bandwidth96 96

fair-queue 64 256 3

clockrate 64000

! ConfigureIGRP

router igrp 888

network 10.0.0.0

network 20.0.0.0

network 40.0.0.0
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Appendix III:H.323 protocol in the OSIlayer

Application
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Transport
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Data
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Appendix IV: Media security key-exchange protocolscomparison table

Sig.
Conf.

Forking Media

before

Answer

Shared-

key Conf.
PKI Re.

keying
Downgrade

attack
protection

MIKEY Pre Shared
Key

No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes

WIKEY Public Key No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

MIKEY-DH No No No No Yes Yes Yes

MIKEY-DHHMAC No No No No No Yes Yes

MIKEY-RSA R No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

SDES Yes Yes ..
(insecure)

No Yes No Yes No

SDES-EH Yes Yes
flnsedure)

Yes Yes No Yes No

EKT Yes

(InSDES
mode)

Yes

(Insecure)
Yes Yes No Yes Depends on

base

handshake

SDP-DH No No No No No No No

ZRTP No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

DTLS No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
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